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Two Billion Trees Program



Goals of Two Billion Trees Program

• Planting trees through afforestation and reforestation to:

o Increase carbon sequestration (the removal of carbon from the 
atmosphere) 

o Provide other co-benefits to communities and ecosystems such as: 
▪ Contribute to restoration of habitat for wildlife and biodiversity

▪ Health and community benefits from cleaner air and water, storm surge 
management, increased well-being

▪ Increase resilience to a changing climate (resilience to wildland fire, to flooding)



Two Billion Trees Program: Cost-shared 
Partnerships and Supporting Research

Natural-Based 
Solutions 

Advisory Committee

Provides guidance 
for Growing 

Canada’s Forests & 
other ecosystem 
initiatives, with 

external experts on 
nature-based 

solutions, including 
Indigenous 

Knowledge Keepers

Supporting tree planting through partnershipsI

Advancing science for improved planting outcomesII

In Urban Settings

On Crown Lands

On Private Lands

With Indigenous Peoples

Estimate & report GHG impacts of planting two billion treesIII



I. Principles for Tree Planting Projects

Focus on new (incremental) tree planting

Multi-year partnerships

Cost sharing

Taking a value chain approach

Measuring results over the long term

Advance diversity and inclusion



Ensure monitoring and verification of tree planting

Leverage networks and existing expertise

Rely on existing departmental responsibilities for GHG reporting 

Funding recipients record and provide detailed information 

Use a common data/methodological framework 

II.  Estimate & report GHG impacts of planting two billion trees
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Climate 
resilient 

trees 

Optimization 
of carbon 

sequestration

Enhanced 
ecosystem 

management 
practices

Strengthened 
remote 
sensing

Enhanced 
ecosystem 
protection

Knowledge 
transfer

Improved 
forest 

restoration
…

III. Advancing science for improved planting outcomes

Science guided by priorities 
& the NCSF Advisory 

Committee 

Improve outcomes & ensure 
the viability/sustainability of 

planted trees
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Two Billion Trees: Recent Calls for Proposals and 
Information

Early Start Projects –
CLOSED MARCH 25th 2021

Future Participants -
CLOSED MAY 27th 2021

Call for Proposals
CLOSED FEBRUARY 17th
2022

Launched February 19, the Early 
Start Projects Expression of 
Interest (EOI) seeks to identify 
potential cost-sharing projects for 
the 2021 planting season. 

This EOI is for organizations with:

• Proven experience in 
delivering large-scale tree 
planting projects and access 
to trees and land to plant 
this year.

Launched February 19, the Future 
Participants Request for 
Information (RFI) seeks to identify 
opportunities for tree planting 
projects from organizations across 
Canada that are:

• Interested in implementing 
or contributing to large-
scale multi-year tree 
planting projects.

• Looking for opportunities to 
collaborate.

Launched on December 16, the 
Call for Proposals seeks to identify 
multi-pronged and large-scale 
multi-year tree planting projects. 
There are four (4) steams:
• Mass Planting Stream 

(<500,000 trees/year)
• Small-scale Planting Stream 

(<50,000 trees/year)
• Urban and Suburban Planting 

Stream (<10,000 trees/year).
• Capacity Building Stream 

seeks to support organizations 
by improving their capacity to 
make sound decisions in the 
planting and management of 
trees and forests. 

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/science-and-data/funding-partnerships/funding-opportunities/forest-sector-funding-programs/growing-canadas-forests-program/gcf-program-early-start-projects/23311
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/gcf-program-future-participants/23313
https://www.canada.ca/en/natural-resources-canada/news/2021/12/canada-launches-next-call-for-proposals-to-support-planting-two-billion-trees-across-the-country.html


Program Parameters - Sandbox
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Projects must contribute to:

• Planting 2B incremental trees over 10 years to reduce 
GHG toward a net-zero by 2050 goal.

• Achieving important environmental and human well-
being co-benefits from planting trees, such as:

o Habitat restoration for species at risk

o Community/human health and well-being

o Improved environmental outcomes

Parameters:

• Program can pay up to 50% of eligible costs for Non-
Indigenous recipients. Greater flexibility for Indigenous 
recipients. 

• 100% stacking is permitted (i.e. funding from other 
federal sources). 

• Focus will be placed on afforestation to achieve 
significant incremental carbon sequestration. 

• Planting that results in permanent additions to forests 
in Canada is encouraged, including planting that 
improves forest regeneration after natural 
disturbances, or provides opportunities for the 
protection of forests.

• Focussed efforts on monitoring the health and 
survivability of planted trees.

• Projects must comply with provincial, territorial and 
federal laws with authority over the management of 
forested land in their jurisdictions. Proponents of 
projects on Crown land must demonstrate they meet 
these requirements and will acquire all necessary 
permits.

• In areas of overlapping territory, the Duty to Consult 
may be triggered. It is expected that the proponent will 
meet this requirement as part of the due diligence and 
planning.

Other Legal Considerations

Primary Objectives & Key Parameters

• Indigenous organizations and communities eligible. 
Capacity building is an eligible activity.

• New tree planting projects or expansion of existing 
tree planting projects

• Legally-mandated tree planting is ineligible

• Entire supply chain costs are eligible, from seed 
collection to planting to monitoring.

• Individual Canadians are not eligible.

• In-kind contributions are eligible if they are new costs 
related to the project.

Eligibility



Program Parameters – Sandbox (continued)
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Where trees can be planted:

✓ Public and private lands, in remote, 
rural, suburban, and urban areas

✓ Via afforestation (creation of new 
forest cover on lands that currently 
don’t have trees)

✓ Via reforestation (regeneration of 
forests that have temporarily lost their 
tree cover through natural disturbance 
or in areas where commercial activities 
have occurred, but where there is no 
current legal requirement to plant 
trees. 

Where trees cannot be planted:

X On lands where other ecosystems 
provide unique habitats for plants and 
animals (e.g. native grasslands or 
wetlands).

X To regenerate forests following 
commercial harvesting on public lands 
- a legal obligation under sustainable 
forest management regimes. 

X Projects that are already planned with 
funding identified (e.g., through 
existing programming) are not eligible 
for funding.

Location of Tree Planting Projects



Context for This Project

• Knowledge Mobilization to ensure success 
of 2BT Program

• More trees planted and reaching maturity 
→More carbon sequestered

• How can we make sure that end-users are well 
equipped with the required knowledge?

• This is where the afforestation toolkit comes in!
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Questions around the 2BT Program? Email: 
2btrees-2garbres@nrcan-rncan.gc.ca



Our Team
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Katalijn MacAfee

Matthew Pyper

Amanda Ronnquist

Jennifer Windsor
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Our Approach
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Guiding Principles

• Empower readers with a ‘first step’ intro to tree planting and 
silviculture

•Connect with ‘why’

• Leverage the power of visuals
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Our Approach
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Our Approach
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Steps to Successful Delivery

• Clear alignment to the Two-Billion Trees program

• Inventorying knowledge of current and future funding recipients

• Developing a clear and compelling guide book for digital use
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Inventorying Knowledge of Funding Recipients

• Project Location

• Project Size

• Species selection

• What knowledge is lacking/what are key uncertainties

• Level of current knowledge of silvicultural techniques
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Growing a Green Future: A Guide for Successful Tree Planting

• Overarching goals:

–Understanding timelines

–Understanding key terms

–Identifying key steps in the planning and planting process

–Increasing awareness of key silvicultural techniques

–Promoting awareness about keys to seedling survival
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Getting Started: Planning Your Planting
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Getting Started: Planning Your Planting

1. Knowing your site

2. Identifying your goals

3. Choosing tree species

4. Preparing your site

5. Planting your trees

6. Monitoring for success
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Knowing Your Site
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• What are you noticing?

–Topography

–Moisture

–Historical uses

–Adjacent land uses



Knowing Your Site
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Accessibility:

Accessible by foot only

Accessible by vehicle

Accessible with larger equipment

Machine planting possible

Competition Level: 

Low 

Medium 

High

Limiting Factors for growth: 

Low moisture level 

High moisture level

Compaction

Nutrient poor

Heavily browsed

Cold soils 

High competition



Identifying Your Goals
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Ariana Prestes

Steve D’Eon



Choosing Your Tree Species

Introducing Users to Key Things to Consider

• Species suitable to general location

• Species suitable to unique site

• Species suitable to long-term goals of the site

• Consultation with local elders, nurseries, or professional foresters 

Refer to more locally specific resources
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Preparing Your Site
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Preparing Your Site
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Preparing Your Site
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Planting Your Trees

• Timing

–Aim for a spring plant

• Moisture and Soil Conditions

–Think about moisture and soil conditions unique to your site

• Handling and Physical Abuse

–Transport temperature is key for long term survival

–Roots are sensitive, treat with care
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Planting Your Trees – Avoiding Stress Factors

•Moisture imbalance

•Temperature fluctuations 

•Physical abuse

•Storage duration
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Planting Your Trees – Leveraging a site specific checklist
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 Store seedlings in a cool shaded area. If no natural shade 

exists, bring tarps to create a temporary shelter. 

 Keep seedlings out of the wind. 

 Seedlings should be checked for signs of stress. If trees 

have mold, smell, or dried up areas they should be 

returned to the nursery and not planted. 

 Handle the seedlings carefully, do not drop or throw 

them. 

 Any material holding bundles together or tags on trees 

should always be cut and not pulled off to prevent 

damage. 

 Keep plants moist while planting. If using planting bags, 

add a small amount of water in the bottom.

 Do not trim roots to fit them in planting holes. 

 Roots of the seedling must be vertical in the planting 

hole and not bent upwards, or the trees will be more 

vulnerable to tipping over as they age. 

 Temperature of the tree roots must remain below 10 

degrees, if they exceed this temperature, the trees must 

be planted immediately, or they may not survive.

 The root collar of the seedling (where the roots and 

stem meet) should be just below the surface of the soil. 

 Spacing between trees generally ranges from 1.8 to 2.4 

meters.  



Monitoring For Success

• Regular monitoring of growth and vigor

• Addressing competing vegetation

• Monitoring for browsing

• Planning for mortality – consider desired spacing
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Our Next Steps in the Project

• Collate feedback and results of the survey

• Finalize guide content

• Seek internal reviews and feedback

• Finalize version 1 of the guide

• Consult with Elders about opportunities

• Make guide widely accessible for use
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